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Abstract A relationship between behavioral variability and artifactual variability is a
founding principle of archaeology. However, this relationship is surprisingly not well
studied empirically from an explicitly “microevolutionary” perspective. Here, we experimentally simulated artifactual variation in two populations of “artifact” manufacturers, involving only a single behavioral difference in terms of their “tradition” of
manufacturing tool. We then statistically analyzed shape variation in the resultant
artifacts. In many respects, patterned differences might not have been expected to
emerge given the simple nature of the task, the fact that only a single behavioral variable
differed in our two populations, and all participants copied the same target artifact.
However, multivariate analyses identified significant differences between the two “assemblages.” These results have several implications for our understanding and theoretical conceptualization of the relationship between behavior and artifactual variability,
including the analytical potency of conceiving of artifacts as the product of behavioral
“recipes” comprised of individual “ingredient” behavioral properties. Indeed, quite
trivial behavioral differences, in generating microevolutionarily potent variability, can
thus have long-term consequences for artifactual changes measured over time and space.
Moreover, measurable “cultural” differences in artifacts can emerge not necessarily only
because of a strict “mental template” but as the result of subtle differences in behavioral
ingredients that are socially learned at the community level.
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Archaeology may succinctly be defined as “the study of relationships between human
behavior and material culture” (Reid et al. 1975: 864). It has long been recognized that
such an emphasis inevitably places study of temporal and spatial changes in the form
and variation of artifacts at the center of archaeological endeavor (Clarke 1968). Hence,
although a diverse array of theoretical perspectives on artifact variability certainly exist
within the discipline, consideration of the character (i.e., form) and variation over time
and space of artifacts and their attributes is the quintessential manner in which
archaeologists infer behavioral features of the past (Schiffer and Skibo 1997).
Given these factors, a basic assumption in archaeology is that measureable differences between artifacts and assemblages (over either time or space) reflect behavioral
differences. For instance, Schiffer and Skibo (1997: 28) assert that “formal variability is
caused, in a proximate fashion, by artisans executing different sequences of material
procurement and manufacture activities” during the production of artifacts. This premise is reinforced further by recognition that artifacts are the product of “behavioral
recipes” (e.g., Krause 1985; Schiffer and Skibo 1987). Such behavioral recipes consist
of the specific tools and facilities employed during manufacture, the procedures, actions
and skills deployed to achieve suitable outcomes, and/or rules applied to solve specific
problems that might arise (Schiffer and Skibo 1987: 597). Accordingly, it is recognized
that individuals and communities may alter, change, and otherwise manipulate these
recipes in order that specific outcomes are achieved, or in strategic response to any
manner of “functional” feedback, broadly defined (Bleed 1986; Meltzer 1981; Schiffer
and Skibo 1987, 1997; Skibo and Schiffer 2001).
Cultural evolutionary approaches to archaeological data further emphasize that such
recipes may be transmitted cross-generationally via social learning (e.g., Eerkens and
Lipo 2007; Jordan 2015; Lycett 2015; O’Brien et al. 1994, 2010; VanPool et al. 2008).
Social learning may be defined broadly as “learning that is influenced by observation
of, or interaction with, another animal (typically a conspecific) or its products” (Heyes
1994: 207), which actually means that a variety of distinct mechanisms can be used in
the learning of “behavior recipes” used in artifact production (Lycett 2015). Moreover,
cultural evolutionary approaches to archaeological data have also emphasized that
incipient differences between alternative forms of behavior, and ultimately alternative
forms of artifacts, might therefore be subject to further evolutionary forces that
exaggerate differences between artifactual assemblages produced by different populations of people over time or in different places (Eerkens and Lipo 2007; Lycett 2015;
O’Brien and Lyman 2000; Shennan 2000). In the context of cultural transmission
systems (“traditions”), such evolutionary forces could take the form of either selective
biases (e.g., choosing to produce one pot form over another) or random factors that
result in cultural “drift” in the form and variation of artifactual products (Eerkens and
Lipo 2005, 2007; Hamilton and Buchanan 2009; Lycett 2008; Lyman et al. 2009;
Mesoudi and O’Brien 2008; Mesoudi 2011; Neiman 1995; O’Brien and Lyman 2000;
Rogers et al. 2009; Shennan 2000, 2011). Again, however, at the crux of such a
framework is the idea that subtle variations in artifacts caused by subtle variations in
behavior might subsequently become exaggerated by these evolutionary forces (Lycett
and von Cramon-Taubadel 2015; VanPool 2001). If artifactual variation is only weakly
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tied to behavioral variation, then such forces cannot act to exaggerate assemblage-level
differences over time and space, no matter how strong they might be. Artifactual
variation per se is not enough—that variation has to have a behavioral basis. In other
words, the source of such variation has to be transmittable (i.e., culturally “learnable”)
by means of social interaction (“social learning”) if it is to be of relevance in cultural
evolutionary systems and subsequently have any implication for inferring behavioral
factors via measurement of artifactual variation within such a framework (Lycett and
von Cramon-Taubadel 2015; Lycett 2016; Lycett et al. 2016).
Figure 1 schematically illustrates the aforementioned concept that “recipes” (sensu
Schiffer and Skibo 1987) comprised of behavioral “ingredients” underlie formal
variability in the traits of artifacts, using pottery forms as an illustrative, hypothetical
example. In the case of pottery attributes such as rim shape, neck shape, or handle
shape (Fig. 1), pertinent behavioral “input” ingredients potentially include whether the
pot is hand- or wheel-thrown; the method of tempering, differences in the mechanics of
firing, choice of which tools (if any) are used in shaping, and so forth (e.g., Orton et al.
1993; Shepard 1965). Figure 1 also illustrates that raw material properties might act as
an “environmental” source of variation in addition to that caused by the behavioral
“input” variables that are applied to that raw material during manufacture. To be clear,
within this framework, “behavior” is, therefore, the product of any choice or action
implemented by human actors that influences details of the recipe involved in artifact
production (e.g., choosing to use one type of manufacturing tool over another). When
such behavioral features are transmitted via social learning, they become cultural
traditions of artifact manufacture. Environmental factors, on the other hand, are any
additional variables that influence artifactual form that cannot be (or are not) directly
changed by human behavior (e.g., inherent raw material properties).
Figure 1 also emphasizes, however, that each behavioral variable might, in principle,
simultaneously affect the form of several different artifactual “traits.” That is, the effect
of a single behavioral “input” variable can potentially be “pleiotropic” (i.e., have many

Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of the concept of artifactual “recipes” comprised of individual socially learned
“ingredients.” This hypothetical example highlights that different input behavioral ingredients may be
“pleiotropic” in effect (i.e., simultaneously influence multiple different traits measured on artifacts). The
diagram also highlights that artifactual traits are “polygenic” in character under this scheme; that is, individual
artifact traits are potentially influenced simultaneously by several different behavioral ingredients. Note also,
that naturally occurring raw-material properties (in this case, clay properties) may act as an “environmental”
source of variation that may influence the form of artifactual traits in addition to those factors manipulated by
communities of artifact producers. Redrawn and modified after Lycett 2016
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influences) on artifactual form (Lycett 2016). Moreover, Fig. 1 also illustrates how
individual artifactual traits can also, in principle, be influenced simultaneously by the
combined effects of several different behavioral input variables. Hence, many individual artifactual traits are “polygenic” or “multifactorial” in character, i.e., their genesis
and ultimate form is influenced by multiple, independent behavioral ingredients, and
their interaction (Lycett and von Cramon-Taubadel 2015). Importantly,
ethnoarchaeological work in recent decades has empirically highlighted the diverse
number of possible behavioral (ingredient) steps and the array of differences that might
exist among the same steps in the recipes of different communities, thus further
illuminating the complexity and diversity of behavioral recipes involved in the production of hand-crafted artifacts (e.g., Hampton 1999; Mahius 1993; Rice 1987;
Schiffer and Skibo 1997; Skibo and Schiffer 1995; Wallaert 2008; Wendrich 1999).
Of course, archaeologists cannot observe (or even necessarily infer) all of the
separate behavioral components of the recipes that led to visible archaeological traditions. When we identify differences between sets of artifacts that might only be visible
on a statistical basis, are we justified in thinking that even relatively subtle behavioral
differences could potentially underpin such patterns? Such a question would seem to go
to the crux of archaeology as “the study of relationships between human behavior and
material culture” (Reid et al. 1975: 864). The concept of recipes implies that subtle
differences at the ingredient level, rather than wholesale ones, might impact patterns of
artifactual trait variability in statistically detectable ways. This is especially the case in
cultural evolutionary approaches where it is suggested that quite subtle differences in
artifactual form become the source of variation upon which drift and selective biases
operate and so exaggerate out over time to eventually form more overt distinctions
between sets of artifacts (Eerkens and Lipo 2005, 2007; Eren et al. 2015; Lycett 2015;
O’Brien and Lyman 2000; Smallwood 2012; VanPool 2001). In other words, according
to this scheme, relatively discrete and subtle (microevolutionary) behavioral factors are
the basis upon which larger, more obvious (macroevolutionary) spatial and temporal
trends in the archaeological record are built. This notion of “population thinking”—
describing how individual-level processes gradually alter population-level variation—
has been described as one of Darwin’s major contributions to biology (Ghiselin 1969)
and proved hugely superior to pre-Darwinian “essentialist” or typological schemes in
which within-population variation is ignored.
Links between discrete (microevolutionary) processes and broader-scale
(macroevolutionary) patterns are not well studied in archaeology. Part of this may be
due to the difficulty of teasing out the potential magnitude of subtle, discrete factors in
situations where artifacts are the product of many influences and activities. Returning to
Fig. 1 illustrates this point. While a behavior such as pottery manufacture might be
observed ethnographically, the fact that individual behavioral input variables are
pleiotropic in effect and measurable traits are polygenic in character means that
identifying the exact magnitude of just one input variable on subtle variations in
artifactual form becomes a major challenge. Even experimentally, when producing an
artifact such as a pot, the array of factors that might influence subtle (statistical)
variations between attributes of individual artifacts makes it difficult to precisely isolate
the role of specific, individual behavioral ingredients as opposed to effects that might
be generated via implementation of different recipes entirely. Yet, for the reasons we
have outlined, studying whether, in principle, even subtle and proximate behavioral
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differences (i.e., subtle differences between single input variables) can lead to patterned
statistical differences in artifacts (i.e., generate microevolutionarily relevant effects) has
profound implications for understanding the origins of what might ultimately be
observable at the more macroevolutionary scale of the archaeological record. In sum,
studying the potential role and magnitude of isolated microevolutionary dynamics is
fundamental to improving our understanding of the proximate basis of long-term and
large-scale (macroevolutionary) trends observable archaeologically, but studying such
factors in a behavioral and artifactual context presents immense challenges.
Over many decades of study in evolutionary biology, profound progress has been
made in the understanding of fundamental biological microevolutionary processes
(e.g., the basis of heredity, inheritance of specific characteristics, the proximate causes
of phenotypic variation, influences on mutation rates, and so forth) via the use of socalled “model organisms” (Bataillon et al. 2013; Futuyma and Bennett 2009; Garland
and Rose 2009; Mueller 2009). Model organisms are valuable because they enable a
more secure understanding of phenomena of wide interest, from seemingly discrete,
even trivial, laboratory experiments. Commonly used model organisms, such as fruit
flies (Drosophila spp.), tend to have a variety of characteristics that make them
particularly amenable for use in such experiments, including economy, speed of
replication, relative simplicity, and—most importantly—controllability and manipulability (e.g., Ashburner et al. 2005; Ashburner and Novitski 1976; Greenspan 2004).
The most suitable model organisms thus display some of the complexities of the
phenomenon of general interest yet are not so complex that they are unwieldy in
experimental settings and facilitate a more precise study of discrete factors and
processes. For paleobiologists interested in understanding the evolution of animals
such as Tyrannosaurus rex, experiments looking at subtle differences in fruit flies
generated under highly controlled laboratory conditions may seem far removed from
the phenomena of interest, and yet, biologists have long recognized the immense value
of this body of work in respect to increasing an understanding of specific microevolutionary factors, which are particularly important for building a robust evolutionary
theory that can be applied in broader contexts (Bataillon et al. 2013). Elsewhere, we
have argued that with regard to the study of cultural evolutionary processes, simple
experiments that replicate certain aspects of artifactual form (e.g., their size and/or
shape) make a particularly useful subject of study for similar reasons (Lycett et al.
2015; Schillinger et al. 2014a). Hence, similarly to the use of such experiments in
evolutionary biology, the examination of “model artifacts” in controlled laboratory
settings can help shed light on fundamental microevolutionary processes that are
directly relevant to issues that must be considered when examining wide-scale and
long-term patterns in the archaeological record (Eerkens 2000; Kempe et al. 2012;
Lycett et al. 2016; Mesoudi and O’Brien 2008; Schillinger et al. 2014a, b, 2015).
Here, we use a model artifact experimental framework to examine the question of
whether differences in just a single input ingredient of an artifactual recipe might lead to
systematic and statistically identifiable differences between different sets of artifacts.
We deliberately focus on whether a difference in just a single “input” ingredient
variable can lead to statistically identifiable patterns in the shape of artifacts, given that
shape is a relevant (and empirically measureable) property of a wide range of artifacts.
In order to test the essential strength of the notion that even quite trivial differences in
behavior might lead to such systematic shape differences in artifacts, we deliberately
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designed the experiment such that it is weighted against generating systematic patterns
in the data. Hence, we used a simple task that did not require a great deal of “skill” or
prolonged period of learning to execute, we measured effects after just one “generation” of copying, all participants copied exactly the same target artifact, and the
difference in our experimentally manipulated input (ingredient) behavior was one of
degree rather than kind, involving only a switch between two alternative types of
shaping implement that generated exactly the same kind of action (i.e., cutting and
removal of material). The logic of testing whether such a simple difference in just a
single experimental variable could generate statistically significant and immediate
effects at the artifactual level was to help to begin to more specifically address the
issue of scale in relation to behavior and extent of “signal” in artifactual data. In other
words, can trivial differences (even in principle) generate a statistically significant
effect or are more large-scale changes required? If small-scale behavioral changes
can generate statistically significant patterns in model artifacts, then this helps strengthen the assumed link that observable variation in archaeological artifacts is caused “in a
proximate fashion” (Schiffer and Skibo 1997: 28) by differences in behavioral recipes.
Indeed, if a singular, simulated behavioral difference in a laboratory setting can
generate statistically significant effects in artifacts under such conditions, then this
emphasizes the power of the concept of recipes when multiple ingredients are manipulated, as is likely to be the case in reality—i.e., in most archaeological situations.

Materials and Methods
Two contrasting experimental conditions were employed to examine these issues,
requiring participants to engage in a simple copying task. Participants were asked to
faithfully copy the shape of a single “target” (model) handaxe from a standardized block
of foam using a cutting tool. It should be emphasized that our choice of using handaxe
form here was not motivated by concern solely with handaxes (or indeed any other lithic
form per se). Rather, as with the use of model organisms such as Drosophila in biology,
use of handaxe form provides a balance between factors that make replication of this
form experimentally useful in order to provide insights into parameters and processes
that have far reaching consequences across a range of artifactual situations. The simple
and straightforward nature of the task, requiring no specialized knowledge, ameliorates
the impact of variation in individual skill levels that become pertinent in the case of
archaeological artifacts such as real handaxes, pots, baskets, arrowheads, and so forth.
The experimental conditions differed, however, in respect to the cutting tool provided to
participants in each condition. In one condition, participants used a plastic knife to shape
the handaxe, while in the alternative condition, participants were required to use a
metallic vegetable-peeler. All other aspects of the experiment were identical across both
conditions. Morphometric properties (size-adjusted shape data) of the artifacts produced
in each condition were then subjected to multivariate statistical analysis.
Participants
A total of 60 participants took part in the experiment. The majority of participants were
undergraduate and postgraduate students, recruited via advertisement. We requested
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basic demographic data from the participants including their sex and age category. Of
the participants, 30 were female (mean age = 22.18, s.d. = 3.9, age range = 18–44) and
30 were male (mean age = 23.27, s.d. = 3.8, age range = 18–34). The plastic-knife data
described here were reused from the emulation condition described in Schillinger et al.
(2015), although it should be noted that each participant undertook the experimental
task only once. The participants (15 males and 15 females) involved in the metallicpeeler condition were entirely novel to this experiment. Informed consent was obtained
from all participants, and a financial compensation of £4 (~$6 US) was paid to each
volunteer for their participation. Ethical approval was obtained from the relevant
University committee.
Materials
We asked participants to copy the shape of a model artifact during the experiment.
Shape is a component of variation in all three-dimensional artifacts—everything from
projectile points, pots, handaxes, and baskets, through to tombstones, statues, houseplans, footballs, and spacecraft. The shape of an artifact (distinct from scale or “size”)
can potentially be manipulated during design and manufacture, either due to aesthetic
preferences or because one shape performs differently to others; hence, “shape” is a
parameter of artifactual variation that may be functionally relevant in a range of technofunctional or socio-functional fields (sensu Schiffer and Skibo 1987).
The experiment required all participants to copy the same three-dimensional foam
“target form,” modeled after the shape of an Acheulean handaxe (Fig. 2). It is generally
agreed that the production of “handaxes” during the Palaeolithic represents a shift from

Fig. 2 Target “artifact” produced from floral foam used in the experimental task and copied by all
participants. Main dimensions are shown at numerous percentage points in plan-view (a) and profile-view
(b). Modified after Schillinger et al. 2015
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the manufacture of relatively simple cutting tools (flakes) produced by bouts of
knapping that were not necessarily directed toward the shaping of deliberate core
forms, to one where manufacturing procedures were deliberately oriented toward
shaping the block of stone in a strategic manner (Gowlett 2006; Roche 2005). The
effective production of stone handaxes via knapping requires levels of skill and
experience that are built over months, if not years, of practice (Edwards 2001).
Conversely, foam handaxes are easily manufactured, requiring no specialist skills or
knowledge. However, this task still requires the manufacturer to accurately copy
integrated and multivariate 3D shape properties, such as relative length, breadth, and
thickness variables, and overall outline shape, in order to accurately replicate overall
artifactual form. Hence, as with model organisms in biology, this task is strategically
useful in an experimental context given our wider goals.
The target model and all subsequent copies of it produced by the participants were
manufactured from standardized blocks of foam. These high-density foam blocks
(OASIS DRY SEC foam) are designed to be used by professional florists to securely
hold the stems of artificial flowers. The material is robust to handling but designed to be
malleable so that it can be easily cut and modified into desired sizes and shapes using
commonplace implements such as knives and scissors. The machine-cut foam blocks
were acquired from the manufacturer with standardized dimensions (22.3 cm in length,
7.8 cm in thickness, and 11 cm in width), which allowed for the starting conditions
during the experiment to be identically replicated across all of the participants.
Experimental Conditions and Procedure
Replicas of handaxes were manufactured from the foam blocks using one of two
different tools. One foam manipulation tool was a simple plastic table-knife (Fig. 3).
The second device for foam manipulation was a metallic vegetable-peeler (REX Swiss
Quality peeler). As shown in Fig. 3, the metallic peeler incorporates a movable blade
positioned perpendicular to the handle (blade moves with 90 degrees of freedom). In
order to deliberately control for handedness, both the plastic knife and the metallic
peeler were specifically chosen for equal suitability for both left- and right-hand use;
however, as an additional precaution, we also ensured that the proportion of right and
left handed participants in each condition was statistically identical (χ2 = 0.5769,
p = 0.447). Participants were provided with a lab coat, mouth protection, and safetyglasses to guard from foam dust.
All other factors of the manufacturing process remained constant, ensuring that the
only factor of manipulation in this experiment was the type of manufacturing tool
employed in two separate populations of artifact manufacturers. In the first experimental condition, defined here as the metallic-peeler condition, participants produced
handaxe replicas from the standardized foam block by applying the metallic peeler.
In the second condition, termed the plastic-knife condition, participants used the plastic
knife to produce the foam handaxe replicas.
The participants in this experiment were divided equally between the two experimental conditions such that there were 30 participants in each group. Laboratory tests
have shown that human males and females may differ (statistically) in their performance during tasks involving spatial perception and mental rotation of 2D objects
(Halpern 2000; Linn and Petersen 1986; Voyer et al. 1995; Wynn et al. 1996), although
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Fig. 3 The metallic peeler and plastic knife used by participants in the respective experimental conditions to
remove foam from standardized blocks in order to produce their copy of the “target” model handaxe

such sex-related performance effects have also been shown to reduce substantially
whenever 3D objects are involved (Robert and Chevrier 2003). However, for the
purposes of precaution, potential sex differences were controlled for here by dividing
participants into the alternate tool conditions such that there were equal numbers of 15
females and 15 males in each condition.
While participants in both conditions were asked to faithfully copy the overall shape
and form of the target foam handaxe, it was clearly specified that the priority goal was
to copy the shape of the target form. To enhance motivation levels in the participants,
they were informed that the participant who most accurately copied the target foam
handaxe would receive a book voucher to the value of £20, in addition to the £4
compensation. Prior to commencing the experimental task, every participant read an
instruction sheet and then was handed the target foam handaxe. Each participant was
then instructed to inspect the target form from all sides and angles for one full minute,
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although the model remained with the participants throughout the exercise and they
were permitted to make direct comparisons with their own copy at any time, which also
controlled for potential memory effects (e.g., Eerkens 2000). Once the inspection time
was over, each participant was placed at a table and provided with a standardized foam
block and one of the two alternative types of manipulation tool. The participants were
informed that they had a 20-min timeframe to complete the manufacturing task.
Participants were provided with a countdown timer and were also reminded verbally
of the remaining time left for task completion at 5-min intervals. Participants were also
permitted to wear spectacles or contact lenses, where necessary, for close-up tasks to
avoid biases resulting from visual disparities between participants. The use of any
additional devices that could enhance perceptual accuracy (e.g., scaled-rulers) was not,
however, permitted. While each participant had only one attempt at the replication task,
all participants managed to complete the manufacturing task effectively within the
provided timeframe.
Morphometric analysis and computation of shape data
A total of 42 morphometric variables were recorded on each artifact replica produced
by the participants. Of these, 28 measurements were acquired from the plan-view
perspective (Supplemental Fig. 1a) and 14 measurements were obtained from the
profile-view perspective (Supplemental Fig. 1b). The measurements were digitally
recorded from photographic images that were imported into the freely-available morphometric software tpsDig v2.16 (Rohlf 2010). Standardized photographic images of
the plan- and profile-view perspective were taken using a Fujifilm DSLR camera (×30
zoom lens 24–720 mm) that was attached to a copystand. The shape outline of each
handaxe’s plan-and profile view was enhanced by placing the specimen on a light box.
Each artifact replica was positioned according to a standardized orientation protocol to
obtain maximally homologous measurements (Supplemental Fig. 2). The measurements for each replica were recorded by superimposing a digital grid on each photographic image that defined the 42 bilateral and lateral measurements. The procedure for
obtaining morphometric shape data has been fully described in previous experimental
settings (see e.g., Schillinger et al. 2014b, 2015), and a comprehensive description of
the orientation protocol can be found in the online supplementary materials.
Although often conflated, size and shape are two distinct quantitative properties of
any three-dimensional object (Bookstein 1989; Jungers et al. 1995), including artifacts
(Lycett 2009). Since this study’s main aim was to investigate differences in shape
variation in two populations of artifact replicas as the direct result of distinct tool
traditions, the next step of the data analysis required that shape data be extrapolated
from the raw (dimensional) measurements, allowing for the removal of potentially
confounding size variation (i.e., isometric scaling). To accomplish this, the raw measurement data were size-adjusted via the geometric mean method (Jungers et al. 1995;
Lycett et al. 2006). This method effectively controls for scaling variation between
specimens while preserving the original shape variation of each specimen in the analysis
(Falsetti et al. 1993; Jungers et al. 1995). The geometric mean for a series of n
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
variables (e.g., a1 to an) may be computed as n a1  a2  a3  …  an (Sokal and
Rohlf 1995: 43). The method proceeds on a specimen-by-specimen basis and involves
simply dividing each variable of an individual specimen, in turn, by the geometric
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mean of all the variables for that particular specimen; this procedure is then repeated for
all specimens.
Statistical Analysis of Morphometric Shape Data
In order to test whether the two experimental behavioral conditions translated into the
occurrence of systematic shape differences between the two populations of model
artifacts, we undertook a series of multivariate and univariate statistical analyses.
Firstly, a principal component analysis (PCA) was used to visualize shape variability
among the artifacts produced in the two experimental conditions. PCA facilitates the
investigation of the main shape variation between the individual foam handaxe replicas
on the basis of a hierarchical approach, such that the first principal component (PC1)
extracts the major axis of shape variation and subsequent PCs identify successively less
of the total variation between individual specimens.
For further quantitative investigation, a t test was used to compare principal
component scores from each of the two tool groups on PC1 (i.e., axis accounting for
the largest amount of shape variation among the experimental artifacts). If differences in the two experimental behavioral conditions have resulted in the immediate
and systematic occurrence of shape differences between the two populations of
model artifacts, then, a statistically significant (α = 0.05) difference between the PC
scores from each experimental condition should be evident. Since PC1 will not
represent all of the shape variability between specimens, a multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) was also conducted on the complete set of PC scores to test
whether shape variability between the experimental conditions was significantly
different when 100 % of the shape variation was included. When conducting the
MANOVA, both Pillai’s trace and Wilks’ Lambda statistical analyses (α = 0.05)
were utilized. All statistical analyses were undertaken in PAST v3.08 (Hammer
et al. 2001).

Results
The PCA analysis determined that the first two PC scores account for more than
50 % of the total shape variation (53.3 %) among the 60 handaxe replicas. PC1 was
plotted against PC2 (Fig. 4), with PC1 accounting for 32.98 % of total variation and
PC2 representing 20.32 % of the variation. As is visually discernible, there is some
clustering taking place in PC1 among the handaxes from the two conditions
(Fig. 4). A majority of the handaxes from the metallic-peeler condition can be
found in the quadrants displaying positive values on PC1, tending toward a more
pointed and relatively thinner shape. Conversely, the majority of handaxes in the
plastic-knife condition are found in the quadrants displaying negative values on
PC1, exhibiting a trend toward a more oval shape outline and a relatively thicker
profile (Fig. 4). When statistically comparing shape variability between the two tool
conditions using the scores from PC1, the t test established a significant difference
(t = −2.154, df = 58; p = 0.035). Thus, when the axis of largest variation was considered, handaxes from the two experimental conditions displayed statistically
distinctive patterns of shape.
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Fig. 4 Principal components plot displaying PC1 and PC2 scores of artifacts from the metallic-peeler and
plastic-knife conditions. PC1 = 32.98 % of total shape variation and PC2 = 20.32 % of total shape variation.
Images of handaxes show plan-view on left and profile-view on right. A majority of the handaxes from the
metallic-peeler condition are located in the quadrants displaying positive values on PC1, tending toward a
more pointed and relatively thinner shape. Conversely, the majority of handaxes in the plastic-knife condition
are found in the quadrants displaying negative values on PC1, displaying a trend toward a more oval shape
outline and a relatively thicker profile. Shape differences between artifacts in each condition are statistically
significant (see main text for details)

The MANOVA also demonstrated statistically significant differences in the PC
scores from the plastic knife and the metallic peeler condition (Pillai’s trace = 0.872;
F = 2.751; df = 42, 17; p = 0.013; Wilks’ Lambda = 0.128; F = 2.751; df = 42, 17;
p = 0.013). Hence, the two contrasting manufacturing conditions generated statistically
distinct patterns of shape in their respective sample population.
As noted, we controlled for differences between males and females by having an
even number of both sexes distributed between our two experimental conditions; hence,
sex cannot account for the results between conditions. However, to put our primary
result into comparative context, we also ran the same statistical analyses on the data
using sex as the grouping variable. Both the t test (t = 0.9638; df = 58; p = 0.34) and the
MANOVA (Pillai’s trace = 0.5596; F = 0.5142; df = 42, 17; p = 0.96; Wilks’
Lambda = 0.4404; F = 0.5142; df = 42, 17; p = 0.96) displayed no statistical differences,
thus emphasizing the strength of the primary result in terms of directional (i.e.,
systematic and bimodal) shape differences between the two tool-group experimental
conditions in the PCA.
In sum, these results demonstrate that a difference in the tools employed when
producing the model artifacts was sufficient to generate significantly distinct (i.e.,
systematic) patterns of shape variation in the two groups, even though all other aspects
of the experiment were kept consistent.
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Discussion
The notion that behavioral variability underpins artifactual variability is a key assumption in the field of archaeological endeavor. Indeed, ultimately, a relationship between
behavioral variability and artifactual variability is the sine qua non of the entire
disciple. At certain levels, behavioral differences (especially involving changes in
multiple behavioral domains) will obviously lead to profound differences, and so at
larger scales of behavioral difference, the relationship between artifact form and
behavior may be taken almost as axiomatic. However, the strength of this relationship—especially at relatively small scales of behavioral and resultant artifactual variation—is surprisingly not well studied empirically from an explicitly “microevolutionary” perspective. This is potentially problematic since many frameworks of inference
within the field have long proposed that relatively small-scale behavioral differences
are of important longer-term consequence in technological and spatio-temporal patterns
of change and ultimately visible in the archaeological record (e.g., Clarke 1968;
O’Brien and Lyman 2000; Schiffer and Skibo 1987, 1997).
Here, we experimentally simulated artifactual variation in two separate populations
of “artifact” manufacturers, involving only a single behavioral difference in their
tradition of manufacturing tool. We then statistically analyzed shape variation in the
artifactual products of these two experimental populations of artifact manufacturers
using morphometric techniques and multivariate methods. We specifically focused on
shape variation since this is a quintessential property of artifactual variation that will
have been of aesthetic, functional, and/or social consequence for many past communities of artifact producers. In respect to a range of behavioral and raw material factors
that might influence artifactual form in ethnographic situations or in the case of
archaeological data (Fig. 1), our experiment had the advantage that it was able to hold
many key variables constant between participants, except for one specific behavioral
ingredient, which differed in the two experimental “populations” of artifact manufacturers. In many respects, statistically patterned (i.e., systematic) shape differences
between the two artifactual assemblages might not have been expected to emerge
under the experimental conditions we implemented: all participants copied exactly
the same target shape, we examined differences in “first-generation” copies, and the
task was a relatively simple one (copy a foam handaxe) requiring no specialized
knowledge. Perhaps even more importantly, there was a just single experimentally
instigated systematic behavioral difference (“choice” of manufacturing tool) between
these two populations, whereby the two experimental populations merely used different
types of cutting and shaping tool (a plastic knife versus a metallic vegetable-peeler).
Our statistical analyses, however, identified significant, systematic shape differences
between the artifacts produced by each experimental population. That is, shape differences between the two experimental artifact assemblages were “bimodal” in pattern to a
statistically significant extent. An equivalent analysis using sex of participants as the
grouping variable generated no such effect, thus demonstrating the strength of the
primary result in terms of systematic, shape differences between the two tool-group
experimental conditions in the PCA. What is particularly striking about these results is
that these systematic shape differences emerged in the two artifactual assemblages,
even though their manufacturers had been motivated toward copying the same target
form. In other words, the experimentally instigated behavioral differences between the
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two populations of artifact manufacturers resulted in quantifiable, statistically patterned
differences at the artifactual level, despite the fact that all participants had the same
“intentions” with respect to the artifact they were copying.
Despite its highly controlled and “artificial” character, the results of this experiment
have several implications for our understanding of the relationship between behavior
and measureable artifactual patterning in the archaeological record, at both short-term
and long-term scales. The first of these is that the experiment reiterates the potential
analytical potency of conceptualizing artifacts as the products of different behavioral
recipes (sensu Schiffer and Skibo 1987). At its most powerful, this concept would
imply that differences between artifacts (e.g., statistical shape differences in the same
class of artifacts at two different localities or in different temporal ranges) might be
statistically detectable as a result of relatively subtle behavioral differences, rather than
only wholesale changes to multiple different ingredients. The results of this controlled
experiment reveal how potentially sensitive artifactual shape data can be to even
relatively subtle behavioral differences between populations of artifact makers.
Indeed, since archaeology has been described as “the study of relationships between
human behavior and material culture” (Reid et al. 1975: 864), the fact that even
relatively subtle differences in behavior of different human populations can be statistically detected in the shape differences of artifacts is encouraging when it comes to
assessing the capacity for artifactual shape variation to reveal meaningful behavioral
information over varying temporal and spatial scales.
These experimental results also emphasize that subtle behavioral differences, which
are then ultimately the proximate source of relatively subtle, but statistically significant,
differences between artifactual assemblages, are potentially the source of even greater
and more apparent differences between sets of artifacts visible archaeologically. That is,
patterned artifactual variation may emerge from quite trivial behavioral differences, and
yet that artifactual variation may end up being of high microevolutionary relevance in
wider cultural evolutionary systems. In other words, these results highlight that even
subtle behavioral differences between artifact producers may be the incipient source of
variation that is subsequently exaggerated out over time to become visibly distinct
traditions (Eerkens and Lipo 2007; Eren et al. 2015; Lycett and von Cramon-Taubadel
2015; O’Brien and Lyman 2000; Shennan 2000; VanPool 2001). This again highlights
the fact that even such subtle and initially non-intentional artifactual differences, if they
have any functional implications with respect to their performance in given roles
(Meltzer 1981; Schiffer and Skibo 1987, 1997), can potentially be elevated further
over time via wider cultural evolutionary processes (Eerkens and Lipo 2007; Jordan
2015; Lycett 2015; O’Brien et al. 2010; Shennan 2011; VanPool 2001). However, it is
also worth reemphasizing that both selective biases and drift (i.e., stochastic processes)
will have the capacity to influence and instigate such long-term change in such
variations as a direct result of their proximate behavioral basis (Buchanan and
Hamilton 2009; Eerkens and Lipo 2007; Hamilton and Buchanan 2009; Lycett 2008;
Lycett and von Cramon-Taubadel 2015; Lyman et al. 2009; Mesoudi 2011; Neiman
1995; Rogers et al. 2009; Shennan 2000, 2011). Indeed, the experiment demonstrates
the capacity for relatively minor behavioral differences to mediate the potential “heritability” of artifacts in cultural systems, which is a specific quantitative property
possessed by artifact populations that can be conceived of as a ratio of the
within-assemblage artifactual variation to the within-population behavioral variation
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of their makers that is directly influencing artifactual variability (Lycett 2016; Lycett
et al. 2016). As shown elsewhere, this ratio is important since it is ultimately this
variable that determines how quickly an artifactual tradition may respond to cultural
evolutionary pressures of selection or drift in absolute terms (Lycett 2016; Lycett et al.
2016). Our experiments highlight how even subtle behavioral differences between
individual artifact manufacturers can quantifiably influence this variable as a result of
their effects at the artifactual level. Put simply, the type of small-scale artifactual
differences we simulate here as a result of relatively small-scale behavioral manipulations could potentially be the proximate source of more long-term and salient patterns
of variation in archaeological datasets as a direct result of this proximate, behavioral
basis.
One further implication of our experiment is that it speaks to the character of
“cultural” variability that may be recorded in archaeological data. “Culture” can be
defined straightforwardly as the socially learned behavioral differences in traditions,
customs, and so forth that vary between different communities and subcommunities of
individuals (Boyd and Richerson 1985), or what might also be thought of as socially
learned “ways of doing things” that differ between communities (McGrew 2004). It is
certainly correct that culturally instilled attitudes toward shape might result in patterned
differences between the shapes of artifacts of different artifact manufacturers (i.e., lead
to visibly distinct material traditions). As one commentator put it, culturally learned
concepts and biases might thus lead artifact manufacturers to think that “it should be
just like this” as opposed to looking like that (Gowlett 2010: 300). Asking a group of
school children in the US to draw a “football” and then repeating the same task with a
group of school children from Europe or Brazil, for instance, would quickly reveal the
strength of such a process. However, archaeology has long had a tendency to think that
measurable differences between artifacts are cultural only because there was an “intent”
for artifact manufacturers to make their products this way as opposed to that way, or as
a result of some specific “mental template” held in the minds of artifact producers (e.g.,
Deetz 1967: 45). Even more forcefully, such differences might then be taken to mean
that these are deliberate expressions of socio-cultural identity. Our experiment, however, whereupon all participants were motivated to copy the same target form, resulted in
statistically patterned shape differences only because of a single behavioral difference
in the two populations of artifact manufacturers, not because of any intention to
deliberately produce systematically different artifactual forms. Our experiment, therefore, simulates what may happen in cases where two distinct recipe traditions of
producing the same class of artifact—perhaps even only involving relatively small
differences between communities in just a single behavioral ingredient—lead to empirically measurable differences at the artifactual level. In other words, the results of
this experiment imply that when statistically significant differences are evident between
two assemblages of arrowheads, pot forms, handaxes, or any other form of artifact, the
cultural difference lies not necessarily in a difference of direct intent to produce such a
statistical shape difference, but in the socially learned behavioral manufacturing ingredient that proximately underlies such shape differences. These points echo certain
statements made by Sackett (e.g., 1990) who argued on the basis of ethno-historical
examples that what he termed “isochrestic style” might result from the behavioral
factors underlying artifactual patterns as much as conscious “signaling.” Our experiment highlights, however, just how minor such differences in behavioral tradition may
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need to be in order to produce empirically measurable differences between sets of
artifacts separated by time or space. As we have highlighted, we certainly do not deny
the role of culturally instilled attitudes toward shape (“functionally” related or otherwise) being a powerful force in the production of distinct traditions of artifacts.
However, this experiment shows that empirically identifiable cultural differences may
emerge at the artifactual-assemblage level simply as a result of subtle differences in
manufacturing tradition (i.e., at the socially learned recipe level).

Conclusion
The results of our experiment highlight that an important potential engine of change,
ultimately measurable in shape variability of artifacts over time and space, is relatively
minor behavioral differences in single “input” variables of behavioral recipes. In
particular, small-scale behavioral differences may result in subtle but statistically
patterned differences in artifactual form that is of microevolutionary relevance, that
is, in terms of potential consequences for long-term and more profound differences in
artifactual variability at a macroevolutionary scale. Measurable cultural differences
between artifacts should be conceptualized not only potentially emerging as the result
of culturally instilled attitudes toward the “correct” form of artifacts but also potentially
as the result of smaller-scale differences in behavioral (ingredient) factors that comprise
only relatively small components of socially learned artifactual recipes. The controlled
and artificial character of our experiment aided in isolating and highlighting the role of
a specific, discrete behavioral variable, which was ultimately measureable empirically
at the assemblage level. Accordingly, these experiments further highlight the value of
experiments involving model artifacts, giving insights into small-scale factors that are
as important to archaeology as those for which “model organisms” in biology are used
for understanding fundamental, small-scale factors and processes, which are of major
and profound consequence when exaggerated and extrapolated over larger and more
long-term scales.
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